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European Based Logistics Software Provider, Organi, Integrates with INTTRA to
Automate Ocean Shipping on its Software Platform

Parsippany, NJ. and Antwerp, Belgium, April 19, 2017 - INTTRA, the world's ocean shipping
electronic marketplace, and Organi, a Logistics software provider, today announced an alliance
under which Organi will integrate INTTRA's Container Booking and Shipping Instructions products
into OLS and OLS Customs, Organi Logistics System, Organi's all-in-one solutions for the
operational and financial management of freight forwarders, storage operators (for third parties),
container logistics, customs offices and industrial companies with logistical processes. As a result,
Organi's customers will have seamless access to INTTRA's network to make bookings, submit
shipping instructions, easily track shipments anywhere in the world.

By integrating with INTTRA, the largest multi-carrier network, Organi customers will now have
access to more than 50 of the world's leading ocean carriers via a single connection. This provides
a more efficient way to process ocean freight transactions, avoiding double input and related
mistakes, saving time and money and improving productivity. "Through this alliance, we look
forward to providing customers with better control and greater visibility into their supply chains,
further standardizing ocean shipping processes in order to increase efficiencies across the industry
and allowing them to proactively focus on increasing customer service levels", states Kristof
Poulain, Business Unit Manager at Organi .

"Organi's core focus on the automation of business processes makes them a natural partner for
INTTRA", says Sherrie Orzechowski, Vice President, Business Development, Alliances. "We are
pleased that our product will enable Organi to provide an even more efficient solution to its
customers and those that they serve."

About INTTRA
INTTRA is the largest neutral electronic transaction platform, software and information provider at
the center of the ocean shipping industry. INTTRA's innovative products, combined with the scale
of our network, empower our customers to trade with multiple parties and leverage ocean industry
information to improve their business. Connecting over 225,000 shipping professionals with more
than 50 leading Carriers and 110 software alliance partners, INTTRA streamlines the ocean trade
process. Over 700,000 container orders are initiated on the INTTRA platform each week,
representing over one quarter of global ocean container trade.

About Organi
Organi is an independent Belgian IT service provider founded in 1977, located in Antwerp. Over 80
employees are continuously optimizing the software packages to give our customers a competitive
edge. As an IT partner, we offer our various national and international customers the very best
service based on sectoral knowledge and experience, modern technology and optimal accessibility.
With OLS & OLS Customs, Organi offers a unique software solution - built on the Progress platform
- for inventory, shipping, customs, financial management/tariffs, billing and reporting.
The software application provides full integration between file handling (forwarding), customs
declarations (all related formalities) and financial management and provides a comprehensive
range of web and mobile applications. In addition, a reporting tool can be connected in order to give
360° insight into business development and data. Organi continuously invests in the product
portfolio to deliver software products for the future.

